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Polycrystalline diamond stripes, with a nominal thickness of �1.5 lm and various widths, were

selectively grown on silicon substrates using chemical vapor deposition. Stress measurements

using ultraviolet micro-Raman mapping reveal high compressive stress, up to �0.85 GPa, at the

center of the diamond stripe, and moderate tensile stress, up to �0.14 GPa, in the substrate close to

the interface with the diamond. Compressive stresses on diamond decrease with diminishing stripe

widths. The stress map is well-described using finite element simulation incorporating solely

thermal expansion effects. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5027507

Thermal management in electronics is the principal lim-

iting factor to increasing power while reducing size and

increasing density of devices. The high thermal conductivity

of diamond has motivated efforts for integration with various

electronic materials for passive reduction of local heating in

devices.1,2 Polycrystalline diamond, which can be grown on

diverse substrates using chemical vapor deposition (CVD), is

a prospective heat spreading layer due to improvements

reported in thermal performance of power transistors.3,4

However, the 700–800 �C growth temperature used for hot-

filament (HF) CVD diamond and the large difference in the

coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) between diamond

and the substrate produce thermal stresses in both materi-

als.5,6 In addition to thermal stresses, the diamond CVD

process may produce intrinsic stresses which can have signifi-

cant deleterious effects on the overall mechanical properties

of the diamond and substrate. Stress can affect device perfor-

mance, through changes in the electronic properties, and lead

to failure, while excessive stresses on the substrate may bow

and even shatter the wafer.7

Wafer stress, due to uniform diamond layer deposition,

may be mitigated by producing a patterned diamond struc-

ture. Although patterned diamond will not eliminate local
stresses associated with layer coverage, the presence of open

regions permits relaxation of the global substrate stress. One

approach for producing a patterned diamond layer is blanket

CVD coverage of the substrate followed by etch removal of

selected regions.8 This “top-down” method does not, how-

ever, eliminate the uniform thermal stress produced by the

initial diamond layer deposition. Furthermore, complete

removal of the diamond from the substrate is difficult and

prospectively destructive to the etch fields.8 An alternative

approach, used here, is based on a “bottom-up” procedure in

which diamond is only seeded in desired regions9 of a sub-

strate, such as silicon. Subsequent CVD growth takes place

only in the seeded areas. We find that this method results in

high selectivity and relaxes global stress. Regions covered

by diamond, and the silicon substrate itself, are under local

mechanical stress as revealed using ultraviolet (UV) micro-

Raman mapping.

Selective deposition of CVD diamond stripes on 100-mm

Si (001) wafers began by patterning the wafer with nano-

diamond seeds, which are ubiquitous for initiating growth.

Dimethyl sulfoxide based nano-diamond suspension

(Adamas Nanotech., 0.5 wt. % nano diamond seeds, �4 nm

average diameter, 20–30 nm aggregate size) was dispersed in

photoresist (Shipley 1813). Approximately 5 ml of the solu-

tion was sonicated, spun on the wafer, and soft baked at

110 �C for 90 s, followed by exposure using contact photoli-

thography (SUSS MicroTec). Developing produced regions

of seed-laden resist surrounded by cleared silicon fields. To

improve selectivity, the wafer is subjected to plasma process-

ing (dual-power reactive-ion etching and inductively coupled

plasma at 150 and 1500 W, respectively) in 45 sccm CF4 and

5 sccm O2. This etch helped remove seeds remaining in the

opened fields. The resist-patterned wafer was loaded into a

hot filament CVD chamber (Crystallume, Inc.). A 1.5% mix-

ture of methane (30 sccm) and hydrogen (2 l/min) was used

for diamond growth, with substrate temperature in the range

of 720–750 �C. The resulting diamond was characterized

using scanning electron microscopy (SEM, FEI Helios 400),

atomic force microscopy (AFM, Bruker Dimension ICON),

and surface profilometry (DektakXT). Good across-wafer

uniformity was achieved in diamond growth. Effects due to

microloading were not observed.

Figure 1(a) shows a representative optical image from

the processed wafer. The nominally 20-lm wide diamond

stripes and bare Si fields are clearly defined. The SEM image

in Fig. 1(b) is from a representative stripe, as depicted by the

circle in Fig. 1(a). Several micron-scale diamonds are

observed in the Si fields in the SEM image; these may be a

result of nano-diamonds which either remain following the

seeding process or which redeposit during the initial dia-

mond growth stage. The unwanted seeding density depends

on the resist removal efficacy, thereby supporting the former

interpretation but without ruling out the latter. Stripes are
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perpendicular to the (110)-oriented flat on the Si wafer so

that micro-Raman images, described below, are along a

110h i direction that we denote x0. In Fig. 1(c), we show an

AFM image of a representative 20-lm wide stripe. From

AFM images, we determine the nominal thickness of 1.5 lm,

and from 10-lm� 10-lm scan areas (not shown), the root-

mean squared (RMS) roughness of the diamond is deter-

mined to be �80 nm. The micron-scale polycrystals achieved

under these growth conditions are shown in Fig. 1(d) from a

close-up plan-view SEM image.

Micro-Raman spectroscopy is powerful for assessing

diamond material quality and for measuring mechanical

stress.10 Extensive research has been conducted on stress

measurements of CVD diamond11 and Si12 based on Raman

spectroscopy. Here, we employ UV micro-Raman imaging,

with an excitation wavelength of 363.8 nm, for two reasons.

First, low fluorescence background from diamond allows

observation of sharp O(C)-symmetry phonons in silicon

(520 cm�1) and diamond (1332 cm�1) and the broad non-

diamond carbon (NDC) spectrum (1450–1600 cm�1).13

Second, the shallow probe depth at this wavelength in Si per-

mits the study of the topmost �5-nm,14 where stress is

expected to be most significant. An imaging line focus15 was

implemented to simultaneously map stress along the full

lateral width of the diamond stripe in a single acquisition.

Spectra collected in this mode generate a 400� 1340-pixel

image using a charge-coupled device detector. The image

spans the stripe x0 direction with the Raman spectra dispersed

in the longer detector dimension. This extensively simplifies

performing line maps and obviates laser heating since the

power density at the sample surface is<10 lW/lm2. Full

accumulation required an acquisition time of 1 to 10 min.

Figure 2 shows a typical Raman spectrum (polarization

not analyzed) extracted from the line image corresponding to

the center of the 20-lm wide diamond stripe. Clearly seen

are the silicon and diamond phonons and the broad Raman

scatter from NDC. The O(C)-symmetry phonons are each fit

using a single Lorentzian line shape. Line widths near the

stripe centers are �6.4 cm�1 for silicon and �8.2 cm�1 for

diamond without correcting for the instrumental response.

The setup permits observation of shifts� 0.1 cm�1 with a

peak position uncertainty of 0.02 cm�1 based on fits. For

uniform layer coverage, the Raman shift may be used to esti-

mate biaxial stress via

rB ¼ �kR x� xoð Þ ¼ �kRDx; (1)

where kR is the Raman stress factor for either silicon or dia-

mond and Dx is frequency shift from the corresponding

strain-relaxed material. A red shift corresponds to tensile

stress (rB > 0), while a blue shift corresponds to compressive

FIG. 1. (a) Optical image of selec-

tively grown diamond taken from a

region with various size stripes and

windows; (b) SEM image exhibiting a

20-lm wide diamond stripe and silicon

fields; (c) AFM image of a 20-lm

wide diamond stripe; and (d) Close-up

SEM image of the diamond-covered

surface.

FIG. 2. Raman spectrum obtained from the line image at the center of the

20-lm wide diamond stripe.
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stress (rB < 0). Values for x0 were obtained prior to each

measurement using bulk silicon and natural diamond refer-

ence samples.

Mapping transverse to the diamond stripe produces a

stress map of the silicon and diamond, as presented in Fig. 3

across representative widths of 20, 40, and 80 lm. The left-

and right-hand series of panels are for silicon and diamond,

respectively. Note that the scales are different for each panel

series. Raw data for Dx versus position are shown as points.

Individual values correspond to an average of five detector

pixels, corresponding to a distance of �2.3 lm, which is

close to the measured microscope resolution. A systematic

variation in stress is observed in each panel. For the dia-

mond, the maximum shift (compressive stress) occurs near

the center of each stripe. Stress diminishes close to the edges

due to the free sidewalls which permit relaxation through

less constrained expansion. The smaller shifts observed in Si

beneath the diamond correspond to a lower tensile stress.

Close to the edge of each stripe, an enhancement of the shift

(stress) in silicon is observed due to edge discontinuity.

Separate measurements confirm that stress in silicon relaxes

far from the diamond stripes.

Thermal stresses due to cooling from the CVD growth

temperature were simulated using a two-dimensional (2D)

finite element (FE) analysis. To calculate thermal stresses,

temperature-dependent CTEs were employed using data pub-

lished for silicon16 and diamond.17 Other material parame-

ters for CVD diamond are taken from Hess18 and elastic

moduli for Si are taken from Hopcroft et al.19 The simulated

thermal stress rx0x0 is representative of the lateral dependence

expected within the diamond and silicon due to the selective

growth and is found to compare well with our Raman maps.

Figure 4 shows a representative 2D simulation of in-

plane stress perpendicular to the stripe and near its edge.

Diamond stress is enhanced near the edge of the stripe close

to the interface with silicon but relaxes in the unconstrained

corner region of the diamond. The lateral (x0) extent of the

relaxed diamond corner is several times the 1.5-lm thick-

ness, as expected for a “hard” stripe on a “soft” substrate.20

Far from the diamond, the stress is relaxed in silicon. The

stress in the diamond exhibits better uniformity at distances

far from the stripe edge. Stress is present in the silicon

immediately beneath the diamond and relaxes by a factor of

�1/3 at a depth of 5 lm (not shown).

To compare computed stress with our measurements, we

examine horizontal cut lines at select depths following the

simulation. For the transparent diamond, we average the

results of cut lines from five depths throughout the diamond.

In silicon, optical attenuation weights the observed stress

according to

rx0x0 Sið Þ
� �

¼

ð1
0

rx0x0 zð Þe�z=dOPT dz
ð1

0

e�z=dOPT dz

; (2)

where z¼ 0 corresponds to the interface, z> 0 is the depth

within the silicon, and dOPT ¼ 1=ðaL þ aSÞ � 5 nm is the

effective optical penetration depth. Published absorption

coefficients aLðSÞ are taken at the laser (L) and scattered (S)

wavelengths.21 To approximate Eq. (2), we extract cut lines

at ten z values spaced 1 nm apart and compute the weighted

average. For diamond and silicon, we perform a horizontal

boxcar average corresponding to the �2-lm microscope res-

olution. The averaging has the benefit of reducing the impact

of mesh-related effects in the FE method.

Returning to Fig. 3, the simulated stresses are shown as

dotted-dashed curves. Scaling of the shift in Raman position

with stress is accomplished by direct application of Eq. (1)

and published stress factors kR¼ 0.434 GPa/cm�1 for Si12

and 0.57 GPa/cm�1 for diamond.8 The good overall agree-

ment confirms the stress in our diamond stripes to be primar-

ily thermal in origin. The Raman-stress estimate obtained

using Eq. (1) is not improved when we apply the more

detailed analysis of Refs. 22 and 23. We therefore restrict

ourselves to the simple approach. For diamond, stress toward

the center of each stripe is the greatest and decreases with

the narrower stripe width. This is phenomenologically due

to the greater relative factor of available free-surface side-

walls for strain relaxation. There is also an �0.1 GPa dis-

crepancy between simulation and data toward the stripe

centers which may be due to slight relaxation into available

free volume within the polycrystalline diamond. It is also

seen from Fig. 3 that the tensile stress in Si increases as the

width of the stripes decreases due to the influence of both

edges of the diamond stripe which concentrate the tensile

FIG. 3. Raman measurement (points) and FE simulation stress maps

(curves) of the silicon (left) and diamond (right) as a function of position

across three representative stripe widths: 20, 40, and 80 lm.

FIG. 4. Close-up 2D stress simulation near the edge of an 80-lm wide and

1.5 lm thick diamond stripe grown on a 500-lm thick Si substrate.
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stress in the substrate. This concentration of stress increases

for the smaller stripe width. Our measurements did not

reveal the simulated compressive stress spikes present in the

silicon beneath the stripe edges. This compression compen-

sates for the stress which would otherwise be provided by

the diamond in a uniform layer. A possible interpretation of

this discrepancy is the relatively ragged diamond stripe

edges, which will blur stress dependences and even mix

stress components due to the local normal to the stripes. To

check this interpretation, a 3D FE model was produced

incorporating a simple zigzag edge for the diamond stripe.

We average stress in the silicon using a lateral window and

Eq. (2) vertically, as described for the sharp diamond stripe

simulations. Stress in the diamond and that in silicon beneath

the stripe are not significantly affected when simulating the

zigzag. Furthermore, we obtain a reduction in the compres-

sive stress spike to � 1=4 the simulated value for a sharp

edge. However, the zigzag does not completely eliminate the

presence of the spike. We also mention that the rx0z torsion

stress, when present during high-temperature processing, is

known to enhance dislocation formation in silicon near a

stripe edge.20 Since our study shows the stresses resulting

from diamond stripe growth are thermal, we rule out the for-

mation of dense dislocations at high temperature as a poten-

tial stress-relaxation mechanism in silicon beneath the

diamond stripe edge.

In summary, we report a bottom-up approach for selec-

tive CVD growth of polycrystalline diamond on silicon sub-

strates. Well-defined stripes are demonstrated with widths as

small as �20 lm. UV micro-Raman maps are employed to

investigate stress throughout the diamond and in the silicon

immediately beneath the stripes. Measurements are well-

described using simulated thermal stress distributions across

the diamond stripes with various widths. Both simulation

and experimental results indicate that compressive stress on

CVD diamond reaches a maximum value in the center of the

stripe and relaxes at the edges. Stress in the silicon interface

region is the highest at the diamond stripe edge. Far from the

diamond stripes, the stress in silicon is relaxed.
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